CONNECT 2 CAREERS

Meet and Greet with STEM professionals every 30 minutes.

10:30—11:00 A.M.
DR. LINDA NELSON
Obstetrician - Gynecologist
UA College of Medicine - Phoenix

BRIAN KLOSS
Assistant Vice President —
Financial Advice and Solutions Group at USAA

11:00—11:30 A.M.
DEB GOROMBEI
RN, DNP, CFRN, LNCC
UA Nursing Phoenix MEPN Site Clinical Coordinator / Clinical Assistant Professor

JOHN FRALEIGH
BSN, RN, CFRN
UA Nursing Faculty Teaching Associate

TYRONE BENSON
RN, DNP, CFRN, LNCC
Senior Reliability Research & Development Engineer, INTEL

12:00—12:30 P.M.
12:30—1:00
CASSANDRA LEJOLY
Graduate Assistant and PhD Candidate
UA Lunar and Planetary Lab

ZACH LEWIS
MAT, ATC Assistant Athletic Trainer
Football at the University of Arizona

TONY MALAJ
Past Awardee of the National Science Teacher of the year
Recipient of National Study Council Award
Top Teacher Awardee Distinguished Alumni from New Mexico State University.